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Virtual showroom software
SHOWCASE 360

Send customers their designs, so that you can keep 

them excited with virtual designs they can explore 

at home. You can also inspire new customers with  

a virtual showroom on your website that showcases  

your fantastic designs in 3D.

Share plans, collaborate 
on changes and showcase 
great designs. 
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CONSTANT CUSTOMER CONTACT
Keep customers engaged and excited by sending them  
a virtual version of their latest designs to explore at  
home. Communicate changes and updates on the go and  
empower them to purchase without the need for them to 
come back into store. All within one simple, web-based  
solution that doesn’t need an app to work.

REMOVE BUYER DOUBT
Ease the worries of customers by giving them a way to  
experience their new designs in a virtual world. Using VR 
headsets, lead them through a virtual version of their room 
so they can better picture the reality of their new kitchen  
or bathroom and move closer to buying.

VIRTUAL SHOWROOM
Inspire and attract new customers by showcasing your 
amazing designs in 360 views on your website. Quickly build 
new showrooms of the latest catalogues that customers 
can explore in store or online, allowing you to keep on trend 
without frequent – and costly – shop refits.

GET NEW CUSTOMERS
Generate new customers using the ones you already have. 
Current customers can share the fantastic new designs  
you create for them with their friends and family, creating  
a great way to get recommended. You can even give  
customers branded VR headset to spread your brand even 
further.

TWO LEVELS TO CHOOSE FROM

COLLABORATE
1-2-1 communication with your customers. Share designs 
with your customers for them to explore at home in 3D 
and reach agreements faster with real-time messaging.

INSPIRE
Create a virtual showroom of your designs to inspire new 
customers. Directly upload all of your best designs to your 
website, with 3D images allowing customers to explore 
what you can do for them.

How it helps you

DIRECT INTEGRATION
It’s quick and easy to share your fantastic designs by  
directly uploading them from Winner Design or Innoplus. 
You can use all your projects which you created in Winner 
Design/Innoplus and saved to the Cloud: upload your  
selection of designs without recopying images or the need 
of a communication agency.

SUPPORT BY LOCAL EXPERTS
Get an award-winning level of support from experts in the 
software available at the end of the phone in just three rings.

KITCHEN AND BATHROOM RETAIL EXPERTS
Workflows and processes are designed specifically for 
kitchen retailers, so that you don’t have to spend the time 
and money on adapting other technology to suit your needs.

GET IN TOUCH
Call – 01509 611 677
Email – info.gb@compusoftgroup.com
Discover more: compusoftgroup.com/showcase-360

Why Showcase 360 
stands apart

SHOWCASE  
Create a VR experience  
in-store for your customers

SHARE  
Customers can upload and share  
designs direct to social media

INSPIRE  
Inspire new customers with your  
designs displayed on your website

ORDER  
Confirm deals quicker with  customers  
without them needing to visit the store

COLLABORATE 
Message and change designs on  
the go via the secure web portal
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